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Dear Global Investor, 
 
 

 
RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2015-Q1 

 
Performance Review: 

At the begging of this year we wrote we believe gold and precious metals mining shares and related 
investments (“G&PM”) will shine spectacularly in 2015/2016 until 2020/2022 and our view has not changed.  
Even with the G&PM retest (i.e. a successful retest so far) of the November/December 2014 lows in the second 
week of March 2015 (i.e. which is typical of a bottoming out process) INTAC’s book of investments, excluding 
reduced liquidity investments, (“INTAC’s Book”) has gained 21.67% in 2015-YTD as of April 17th, 2015.  
INTAC’s Book has significantly outperformed Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Bull 3X ETF (“JNUG”), the 
leveraged long Junior G&PM exchange traded fund that most closely resembles our actively managed,leveraged 
book of G&PM investments, as JNUG is down -14.04% in 2015-YTD as of April 17th

 
, 2015. 

During the decline from January 16th to April 17th 2015 of the G&PM sector, our G&PM concentrated, 
overweight, and actively managed leveraged investment accounts significantly outperformed both JNUG and the 
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Bull 3X ETF (“NUGT”).  Specifically, INTAC’s Book declined -18.36% from 
January 16th to April 17th

 
 2015, while JNUG declined -51.49% and NUGT declined -37.74% (see charts below). 
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INTAC continues to actively manage leverage / risk while awaiting the inevitable recovery in G&PM.  Recently 
we have made several changes to the INTAC management team, advisors, and research firms whom we have been 
working with over the past few years.  Further, we have refocused our investment decision making process back 
on our own independent technical analysis centre work (i.e. INTAC

 

) in terms of market analysis, timing, and risk 
management with the objective to be less influenced by others (e.g. ex-advisors, ex-management, ex-letter writers, 
and ex-research firms). 

So far so good, in 2015, as the relative results attest: specifically, year to date (i.e. as of April 17th, 2015) 
INTAC’s Book is up +21.67%, GDXJ is up +2.88%, JNUG is down -14.04%, GDX is up +7.29%, NUGT is 
up +4.21%, SIL is down -5.83%, and  the S&P500 is up 1.08%.  We hope these changes continue to 
generate outperformance going forward, however, as we all know, there are no guarantees.  Obviously, we 
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don’t have all the right answers and our strategies are simply our honest thoughts and ideas after 
considerable consideration. 
 

 

Awaiting the inevitable recovery in G&PM and staying the course with INTAC’s G&PM 
concentrated, overweight, and actively managed leveraged Investment Strategy: 

We continue to believe patience will be rewarded and that a sustainable recovery in G&PM will come and that 
ultimately this G&PM bear market will be proven to be a severe cyclical bear market within a spectacular - long 
term - secular - bull market and that gold prices, and the gold mining companies that survive the present squeeze, 
still have the final parabolic rise ahead before the secular bull market is exhausted. 
 
We encourage you to study the INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis PDF research attachment which presents the returns 
of the world’s best performing G&PM funds (i.e. several of whom we invest with) over numerous years.  It is 
clear from the INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis that absolutely stellar returns have been realized (e.g. seven times 
return (i.e. 600%) and even 15 times return (i.e. the Phoenix Gold Fund was up 1,399% in 83 months) and these 
returns are unleveraged) during a sustainable rally in the G&PM sector following such a severe bear market. 
 
It has been over 52 months since the G&PM sector peaked and started its downward trend, marking one of the 
longest cyclical bear markets of any sector in history, with historical declines in excess of 73% for the average 
gold producing mining company’s share valuation (i.e. based on the XAU Gold & Silver Index) and in excess of 
86% for the average junior gold producing mining company’s share valuation (i.e. based on the Market Vectors 
Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ)) see charts below. 
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One can also see from the above charts that, going into quarter-end and especially year-end over the past few 
years, G&PM have been manipulated down (i.e. downward window dressing, most likely, by the bullion banks / 
large money centre banks) in an effort to have retail investors in G&PM, and investors in hedge funds whom hold 
G&PM, which receive calendar quarter-end statements, throw in the towel and redeem their investments.  The 
buyers of this G&PM selling are most certainly those same bullion banks / large money centre banks.  Notice the 
extremely large increase in volume associated with such institutional buying.  INTAC has elected to shift our 
quarterly valuation dates from calendar quarter-end to the middle of the month following calendar quarter-end, so 
that we do not play into the manipulations of the bullion banks / large money centre banks.  Please note that we 
continue to offer complete tax reporting statements, upon client request, for any requested period(s) at no 
additional cost to our clients. 
 
As can be seen in the BGMI Index – Weekly chart below (i.e. covering over 75+ years of data) the G&PM sector 
has only experienced one bear market as long as the current bear market and that was the cyclical bear market 
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from 1996 to 2000 (i.e. over four years) which ended the overall secular bear market that ran from 1980 to 2000.  
In comparing the cyclical bear markets from 1996 to 2000 and 2011 to 2014/15 in the chart below it can been 
seen that the magnitude and profile of the declines are similar and the end point of the 1996 to 2000 decline looks 
similar to the 2014 year-end capitulation selloff and bottoming out process thus far in 2015. 
 

 
 
Further, comparing the G&PM capitulation sell-off in 2014-Q4 and bottoming out process thus far in 2015 to 
virtually every prior G&PM bear market bottom, during both secular bull and bear markets in G&PM, each 
concluded with a steep decline at the very end of approximately 20% to 25% below the prior / recent lows.  The 
prior / recent low in GDXJ (i.e. the principal underlying for JNUG) was $28.82 and -20% = $24.50 which 
corresponds roughly to $2.30 for JNUG from a prior / recent low of $5.76 (i.e. when GDXJ was $28.82) and -
25% = $21.62 for GDXJ which corresponds roughly to $1.44 for JNUG.  Note that the JNUG prices listed above 
are prior to the 10 for 1 share consolidation and thus today’s post consolidation equivalent prices are 10 times the 
above prices.  Interestingly the capitulation low in December 2014 for GDXJ was $21.24 and JNUG was $1.815 
(i.e. $18.15 post share consolidation) and the recent March 2015 retest lows were $20.68 for GDXJ and $1.316 
(i.e. $13.16 post share consolidation) for JNUG. 
 
The black line labeled D in the chart below is the Gold Bugs Index (“HUI”) since it peaked in 2011 at 638.59 and 
is rebased to 100 and the data on this old chart ends as of November 2013.  In an effort to update this old chart we 
have included an updated chart of the HUI (i.e. below the “Gold Stock Bears” chart).   
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It is apparent in the current HUI chart (see below) that the G&PM bear market which started in 2011 is now 
longer than any of the previous bear markets (i.e. including 2, 3, and 4 (i.e. the 1996 bear market) labeled in the 
above chart).  Further, the decline is more severe than any of the previous bear markets (i.e. the HUI has declined 
from 638.59 to 146.01 representing a 77.14% decline) and thus far the black line labeled D would finish at 22.86 
on November 5th, 2014 (i.e. well below and slightly to the right of #3 in the chart above).  There has been a 
volatile rise (i.e. 146.01/211.23/154.46/185.43) in the HUI from November 5th, 2014 to April 29th

 
, 2015. 
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What is most interesting is to determine the magnitude of the ensuing recovery from the prior G&PM bear market 
lows and the duration.  As we’ve noted in the graph above, past recoveries in secular bull markets (i.e. A, B, & C) 
have gained 324% (i.e. 4.24 times) in the 2.8 years following the 2008 low, 606% (i.e. 7.06 times) in the 4 years 
following the 1968 low, and 560% (i.e. 6.6 times) in the 4 years following the 1974 low.  Past recoveries in 
secular bear markets (i.e. 1, 2, 3, & 4) have gained 205% in the 7 months following the 1980 low, 52% in the 3 
months following the 1996 low, 163% in the 3.8 years following the 1939 low, and 141% in the 1.2 years 
following the 1983 low.  The gold price unequivocally remains in a long term secular gold bull market 
substantiated by the fact that even after the past 44 month (i.e. almost four years) gold price decline the gold price 
has still held above the 50% Fibonacci retracement level for the entire gold bull market which is at $1088/oz.  
Thus if the ensuing recovery comes from around $1088/oz or above and is similar to the average of the secular 
bull market recoveries (i.e. A, B, & C) then the ensuing recovery would be 407% (i.e. 5.07 times) over 3.6 years.  
It is our contention that once the bear market low is registered the ensuing recovery will be most similar to the 
recovery that followed the 1974 cyclical bear market (i.e. 560% (i.e. 6.6 times) in the 4 years following the 1976 
low of the 1974 bear market).  Of course if one is invested in a proxy which exhibits significant alpha and/or beta 
and/or uses leverage relative to that of the HUI and/or BGMI the ensuing recovery will be multiples greater. 
 
As you are aware, past performance in any market is certainly no indication of future performance but it provides 
a guide to frame our expectations around.  It also implies that patience will be rewarded.  Gold and Gold stocks 
are volatile; as long time precious metals investors and recent participants, all having been advised of such, all 
know this to be true.  Outsized returns to the upside cannot be expected over the long term from any sector 
without seeing some big downside moves as well. 
 
No one has a crystal ball, but we have always profited by holding on and staying the course over the long term.  If 
you don't have the needed courage to stay the course, with your committed time horizon, in your G&PM 
leveraged overweight investment strategy, then you might consider selling half of your INTAC G&PM account 
holdings.  You are sure to be half right. 
 
However, before doing this, consider the chart which gives us the highest degree of confidence in believing a 
sustainable rally in G&PM has recently begun, or is very close to beginning, specifically, the long term ratio chart 
of the S&P 500 Large Cap Index (“S&P500”) relative to the Gold & Silver Mining Shares Index – Philadelphia 
Index (“XAU”).  This chart shows that the S&P500 has surpassed the massively over valued reading of 32 
relative to gold mining shares (i.e. the XAU) in the first week of November 2014, again in December 2014, and 
finally in March 2015, and that late 2000 was the only other time, in the past 20 years, a reading over 32 was 
achieved (i.e. at just over 32.5).  We all know that the S&P500 then proceed to decline by over three times 
relative to the value of gold mining shares (i.e. the XAU) over the next three years (and ultimately by over six 
times).  A reading of over 30 on this ratio, coupled with a sharp cross down on the MACD from around two (or 
better yet above two) and a sharp cross down on the TSI has signaled a major turning point in the relative returns 
offered by these different assets classes.  Specifically, this chart indicates that now is potentially a great time to 
dollar cost average out of general US equities (i.e. SELL S&P500) and dollar cost average into (i.e. BUY) the best 
gold mining shares/funds/ETF’s as the gains will be even greater than the XAU. 
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G&PM Market Review and Market Outlook: 

We have elected to append two G&PM Fund Manager Commentaries (i.e. “Phoenix Gold Fund Newsletter 
1Q2015” and “Van Eck - Gold Monthly Commentary 15-03”) to our commentary as they provide a good G&PM 
market review and outlook. 
 
 

 
INTAC - G&PM and Relevant Markets - Chart Review: 

After breaking through support at $1180 gold registered a low of $1130 in early November 2014 and in mid 
March 2015 gold completed a successful re-test (i.e. so far…) having bottomed at $1141 and since the gold price 
has been trading in a narrow range between $1175 and $1225.  We have stated that the large money centre / 
bullion banks would like to stretch the proverbial elastic band as far as possible to the downside and try to 
orchestrate a move all the way back down to $1050 in gold (i.e. Gold Sachs gold price target), but it’s entirely 
possible that the drop may come up $80 short and bottom at $1130 if the CRB is putting in a three year cycle low 
in the near future (or potentially already has). 
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However, it is also possible that the large money centre / bullion banks will, again, attack the paper price of gold 
in the futures market in an effort to shake out the last of the retail investors prior to the commencement of a 
sustainable recovery in G&PM.  In this instance we would expect the 50% Fibonacci retracement of the entire 
secular gold bull market (i.e. so far) of $1088 to hold or possibly be broken marginally to the downside (e.g. 
$1050 GS gold price target, or $1000 the neckline support of the 2008/2009 inverse head & shoulders pattern, or 
possibly, but not likely, as far as $891.33 (i.e. the 61.8% Fib. retracement)).  However, this scenario is growing 
less likely as time passes due to the fact that this current G&PM bear market, which started in late 2010/ early 
2011, is now longer than any of the previous bear markets. 
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So far the 50% Fibonacci retracement of the entire secular gold bull market of $1088 (i.e. from the low of 
approximately $253 in 2001 to the high of approximately $1923 in 2011) has not been breached by this cyclical 
gold bear market.  We would need to see the $1088 level significantly breached to more fully examine the 
possibility of the end of the gold secular bull market.  The $1130 low in 2014-Q4 has NOT indicated a potential 
end of the secular gold bull market but rather that we are still emerged in a cyclical gold bear market, similar to 
the mid 1970’s, within a long term secular gold bull market. 
 
The bottom in the US Dollar (“USD”) in May of 2014 does not look like a true three year cycle low.  We think 
the three year cycle in the USD is stretching and we are in the process of putting in a major multiyear top soon 
with a very stretched three year cycle low to be achieved sometime in the next couple of years. 
 

 

 
It is possible that the recent double top in the USD is a major multiyear top; however, it is also possible that the 
USD is so strong, at this time, that the best we can hope for is a moderate pull back, to be followed by a final 
blow off advance (e.g. potentially as high as 120).  In this second scenario commodities would suffer one final 
sell off into their cyclical bear market lows prior to commencing a sustainable bull market. 
 
When the USD finds its major multiyear top and oil finds its intermediate and yearly cycle bottom look for the 
overall commodity markets to turn and follow oil higher as the USD declines.  During this period the Canadian 
Dollar (“CAD”) should significantly outperform the USD.  INTAC holds core positions in the CAD. 
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In fact the CRB relative to the USD is cheaper now than it was at the height of the 2008/early 2009 crash when 
most all assets, including the CRB, were sold, at any price, to buy USD cash.  Not only is the ratio of the CRB 
relative to the USD cheaper now but the relative strength index also sold off far more severely at the end of 2014 / 
early 2015.  Further both the slope and rate of change have recently turned up in favor of the CRB to the USD. 
 

 

 
It is possible we are getting very close to a major inflection point, in terms of investment capital asset allocation 
shifts, specifically, from general US equities (e.g. S&P500) and other USD centric investments into commodities 
(e.g. CRB). 
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The valuation gap between the S&P500 and the CRB is larger now than at any time over the past twenty years. 
 

 

 
Gold mining companies as represented by the XAU are cheaper now, relative to the S&P 500, than they were at 
the end of the 20 year secular bear market in the year 2000 (i.e. almost 15 years ago). 
 

Where Are We Now? 
Based on 04/1/15’s NY close of 

$1,205/oz, and GSA’s proprietary 
Market Cap/oz data base compiled 

since 1994 for Rising and Falling Gold 
markets, Gold Stocks trade as if 

Gold was $652/oz, and  
are - 46% Undervalued! 
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Some gold bears argue that this time will be different… due to the serious issues facing world governments and 
central planners and that they will do everything to manipulate the commodities prices, and gold price in 
particular, lower and/or keep a cap on them.  This has definitely been the case over the past few years, however, 
with over 25 years in the investment management business, in our opinion the “this time will be different” 
argument has never played out especially well at or near infection points. 
 
However, there is always the possibility that this time will be different… especially considering the stated “wealth 
effect” mandate being pursued by the world’s policy makers/governments/central planners.  Specifically, the 
world’s policy makers/governments/central planners are actively pursuing a centrally planned and 
managed/manipulated market based system with the objective of controlling the currency markets, fixed income 
markets, equity markets, and commodities markets (i.e. all rigged markets) in an effort to generate a targeted 
wealth effect in hopes to increases economic activity, growth, and employment while managing inflation and 
inflation expectations.  Their hope is to achieve a critical level of economic activity, growth, and employment that 
eventually becomes self sustaining and that the imbalances created in doing this can be jointly written off (i.e. 
monetized) with no fall-out and/or consequences.  Bottom line NO ONE KNOWS if this global monetary policy 
and fiscal governmental policy experiment will work… or not…  The attached two G&PM investment manager 
commentaries provide insight on why they believe these, never tested, policy experiments will ultimately not 
work. 
 
We certainly do not know how this will all play out in the short to medium term.  However, we do believe that 
having approximately 20% of your total net worth in gold and G&PM as an unsure-ance policy is a sound 
investment idea (i.e. especially in consideration of the valuation disparities presented in our chart review above). 
 
 

 

SPECIAL OFFER - Double your Money in 24 Months or all INTAC fees rebated on 
new ADS investment capital: 

It is still not too late to participate in the INTAC – AVERAGE DOWN STRATEGY (“ADS”)!  INTAC is 
still waving the capital contribution fee for new ADS investment capital for existing clients!  Further, if your 
ADS investment capital does not double in value, gross of all INTAC fees, within 24 months of investments 
being made INTAC will rebate all INTAC fees charged on this ADS investment capital!  This is a limited time 
offer and all details are contained in the SPECIAL OFFER – ADS – CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION – 
INVESTMENT INSTRUCTION FORM. 
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INTAC client accounts’ relative exposure to G&PM mining shares have been determined by their client selected 
Investment Philosophy (more aggressive Investment Philosophies have higher exposure to risk assets than do 
cautious Investment Philosophies), the client’s % weighting in Reduced Liquidity investments (e.g. some clients 
have increased exposure due to the client’s selection to actively participate in private placements), and based on 
the client’s action of contributing capital to their accounts by participating in INTAC’s Average Down Strategy 
(“ADS”) and by those few client’s that have elected to withdraw some capital from their accounts. 
 
INTAC continues to recommend its ADS for all clients whose exposure to the G&PM does not exceed 20% of 
their total net worth (i.e. a prudent level of exposure to this sector at these highly discounted valuations).  Our 
experience tells us that a dedicated, monthly or quarterly dollar cost averaging plan is the most efficient means of 
contributing capital to an investment account.  Those clients that have elected to continually contribute capital to 
their accounts on a monthly or quarterly basis will ensure that their returns are “smoothed” over time due to the 
different entry points to the market based on the timing of their capital contributions.  Please contact Mark 
Robinson and/or Mark Plaxton if you would like to discuss INTAC’s special ADS offer and/or a dedicated dollar 
cost averaging plan. 
 
INTAC has been very transparent with regards to its long-term macroeconomic thesis, continued bullish long-
term view on G&PM, as well as its historical, current and foreseeable future positioning of overweight, 
concentrated and leveraged long gold and precious metals mining shares and related investments.  For more 
information with regards to INTAC’s long-term macroeconomic thesis please review the INTAC Year End 
Review 2014 & Investment Outlook 2015 Commentary, INTAC Investment Commentary 2014-Q3, 2014-Q2, 
2014-Q1, INTAC Year End Review 2013 & Investment Outlook 2014, INTAC Investment Commentary 2013-
Q3, 2013-Q2, 2013-Q1 and INTAC Investment Outlook – Year End Performance Review 2012 and related 
research material sent to you with your INTAC Quarterly Statements. 
 
 

 
Additional Research: 

Additional Reading, Video’s, and Audio Research: 
 
We will send you a separate email containing the following additional research and information: 
1) INTAC - Gold Fund Analysis 15-03-31 
2) INTAC - Top Global G&PM Fund Manager Bios 
3) INTAC Inv Com 2015-Q1 Video Research 
4) INTAC Inv Com 2015-Q1 Web Research 
 
We recommend that clients read, watch, and listen to this additional independent research in an effort to stay well 
informed on the critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI investors in 
regards to rebalancing their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in particular in consideration of 
their allocation to alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM. 
 
 
New Fund Launch Anticipated:
 

  

As you are aware, we are in the process of launching a new private fund “Global Hard Asset Allocator Portfolio 
Ltd.”, which will mirror INTAC’s current overweight, concentrated and leveraged allocation to gold and precious 
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metals mining shares and related investments for the foreseeable future.  The new proposed private fund will have 
the flexibility to include other hard asset investments, such as base metals, oil and natural gas, uranium, soft’s 
(e.g. Corn, Wheat, etc.), et cetera (e.g. after we maximize the return potential of our G&PM concentrated and 
overweight positioning we plan to begin to include other commodity related investments as the entire commodity 
sector recovers).  We will invite all clients to roll their existing Global Portfolios wealth management accounts, as 
appropriate and prudent, into the new private fund.  The launch of the new private fund is progressing well, 
INTAC has been granted the license under SIBA Sub-category B - Managing Mutual Funds from the BVI 
Financial Services Commission (“BVI-FSC”), the legal review of the fund offering documentation is proceeding, 
and fund service provider engagements are being advanced.  We are optimistic that we will be in a position to 
offer this improved structure to our clients over the next calendar quarter or two.  We feel that the structure of the 
proposed new private fund will greatly benefit our existing clients by enhancing our offering through the expertise 
and economies of scale of an independent third party administrator, the engagement of an annual audit conducted 
by a top tier auditing firm (e.g. the Performance Verification of our Global Portfolios has historically been 
completed by Deloitte and we will look to transition this into a formal audit of our proposed new private fund).  
Our clients will also benefit from the enhanced dealing terms afforded by the proposed monthly net asset value 
calculations, monthly statements, and monthly liquidity.  We anticipate that our clients will benefit from the 
economies of scale afforded by a private fund available via offering memorandum to a limited number of new, 
like-minded G&PM and hard asset related investors.  We have taken these steps to ensure that our small, select 
group of high net worth clients is afforded the opportunity to participate, in what we anticipate will eventually be 
a massive recovery in G&PM, through a structure such as our proposed, new private fund.  We remain committed 
to the long-term investment management of our client assets.  Upon the launch of the new, proposed private fund, 
INTAC intends to give all clients that hold Reduced Liquidity Investments the opportunity and choice to elect to 
have those Reduced Liquidity Investments transferred to a brokerage account of the clients’ choice or potentially 
rolling those Reduced Liquidity Investments into the new proposed private fund as a subscription in-kind if 
investment considerations permit.  Reduced Liquidity Investments are investments that were purchased by clients 
in private placement financings, and/or client discretionary accounts, and/or by INTAC in the Global Event 
Driven Special Situation Portfolio and/or Global Overweight Portfolio, which currently exhibit reduced liquidity.  
Beginning this quarter INTAC reports these reduced liquidity holdings to account holders through a quarterly 
Reduced Liquidity Investments Report due to the current reduced liquidity and limited trading of these 
investments (e.g. on the TSX (Toronto) Venture Exchange).  If investment considerations permit, on certain 
Reduced Liquidity Investments, for clients whom choose to subscribe in-kind into the new proposed private fund, 
and do not elect to have the Reduced Liquidity Investments transferred to a brokerage account, these in-kind 
subscriptions will be based on industry best practices, and at a valuation method that has been agreed to by the 
new proposed private fund’s independent auditor and independent fund administrator (e.g. at the average market 
bid price over a period of time or the volume weighted average price if there has been meaningful volume traded 
in the stock, or at a recent significant and fully closed financing price, etc.) and at the discretion of the new 
proposed private fund’s board of directors. 
 
 
Update on Reduced Liquidity Investments:
 

  

The status of Reduced Liquidity Investments is very fluid and dependent on specific factors for each individual 
company as well as related commodity price(s).  Factors such as completion of a financing and/or financial 
restructuring and/or announcement of a corporate M&A event can have a significant effect on the survival and 
valuation / liquidity enhancement of a Canadian Junior Mining Company. 
 
For example Minera Alamos Inc. (MAI:TSX-V) (i.e. formerly Virgin Metals Inc. (VGM:TSX-V)) announced on 
April 22nd, 2015 “MAI Begins Phased Development of Los Verdes Mine” and “MAI retained IBK Capital Corp. 
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as financial advisor to assist in the ongoing funding requirements of the project as well as the evaluation of 
additional opportunities currently contemplated by MAI management”.  We believe the assets of MAI and also 
NWM Mining Corp. (NWM:TSX-V) to be very attractive and are hopeful that the value of these assets will 
enable the management of these companies to eventually be able to complete the required financings and/or 
restructurings and/or a corporate M&A event that would permit these companies to survive the sever bear market 
currently afflicting the Canadian junior mining sector.  As we all know there are no guarantees, however, we are 
hopeful that some (e.g. one or two) of the Reduced Liquidity Investments held will survive and over time value 
and liquidity will be enhanced. 
 
Investors can continue to follow the latest news release updates issued by the Reduced Liquidity Investments they 
hold on the web site of the TSX / TSX Venture Exchange at http://www.tmxmoney.com/en/index.html by simply 
typing in the ticker symbol (e.g. MAI, NWM, etc.) into the “GET QUOTE:” box at the top of the web site. 
 
 

 
Conclusion 

We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Private Wealth Management – GlobalPortfolios are well 
positioned for the medium to long term and that our current bar-bell strategy – a leveraged overweight in gold and 
precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of cash equivalents / 
margin, will pro-offer significant gains on both an absolute and relative basis over the coming years. 
 
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed in the context of prevailing market conditions 
in all of your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your 
individual circumstances. 
 
Please contact Mark Robinson by phone at #1-284-494-1750 Ext. 201 and/or by email 
at mrobinson.intac@surfbvi.com and/or James Mark Plaxton by email mplaxton.intac@surfbvi.com if you have 
any questions and/or would like to discuss your account. 
 
We anticipate that a substantial and sustainable recovery awaits us and that this will eventually accelerate into 
stellar outperformance for INTAC clients over the medium and long-term.  Thank you for your continued support. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
James Mark Plaxton 
James Mark Plaxton, B.Sc. Eng. / B.Comm. Minor 
Founder, Executive Chairman, & Chief Investment Officer – 
INTAC (BVI) International Investments Limited 
Director - INTAC Independent Technical Analysis Centre Ltd. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
Mark Andrew Robinson 
Mark Andrew Robinson, CFA 
CEO and Chief Compliance Officer – 
INTAC (BVI) International Investments Limited 
Director - INTAC Independent Technical Analysis Centre Ltd. 

http://www.tmxmoney.com/en/index.html�
mailto:mrobinson.intac@surfbvi.com�
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Dear Shareholder,            20 April 2015 
 
 Another dreary quarter has slipped by, leaving the gold market in the 
doldrums.  This is perhaps surprising in the light of the quantities of money being 
created by the world’s main Central bankers.  Although the Federal Reserve might 
have taken its foot off the accelerator pedal, believing that the commercial banks are 
now ready and willing to take over the money-creating role that the “Fed”had almost 
monopolised for the last five years, the Bank of Japan and the ECB  together are  
providing sufficient liquidity to drive yields to zero.  Of course all these fresh funds 
fall into the hands of hedge funds, banks’ proprietary trading desks, and other 
institutions such as insurance and pension funds which can only reinvest it in 
specified instruments, such as “risk-free” sovereign debt so we have the absurd 
scenario of negative yields on debt.  Indeed, even Spanish debt, admittedly at the 
short end, is offering a negative yield.   In the UK,  the notorious War Loan, issued 
with a 5% coupon and without a redemption date (i.e. perpetual!) during the 1914-
18 War, and subjected during the Depression of the 1930’s to a “coupon haircut” 
down from 5% to 3.5%, has now been redeemed because Her Majesty’s Government 
is able to raise the necessary funds to redeem these bonds, as well as earlier, 18th 
Century, Government obligations, by issuing a new 100 year bond with a coupon of 
2.5%. The Chancellor, perhaps in an effort to express his sense of humour, described 
these “redemptions” as follows:- 

“This is a moment for Britain to be proud of. We can, at last, pay off the debts Britain 
incurred to fight the First World War. 

It is a sign of our fiscal credibility and it’s a good deal for this generation of 
taxpayers. 

It’s also another fitting way to remember that extraordinary sacrifice of the past.” 

Ignoring the grammatical mistakes, one can only smile at the chutzpah of Mr. 
Osborne. “Pay off” is Government-speak for issuing new paper in exchange for old 
debts and “fiscal credibility” is when the Bank of England creates £300 Billion out of 
thin air and buys Government paper forcing down the yields.  For I am reminded 
that my grandfather had subscribed to this issue of War Loan in 1917 in gratitude 
for receiving payment for the shell casings he was producing in his brass foundry.  
He then had the good fortune to pass away before the depression when HM 
Government reneged on the coupon and reduced it from 5% to 3.5%.  Undoubtedly 
he would have turned in his grave had he witnessed the inflationary 1970’s when 
War Loan traded as low as 16 from the 100 issue price.  No chance then of any 
sympathetic restoration of the original coupon from Her Majesty’s wily bureaucrats.  
He would, I imagine, think he had joined Alice in Wonderland were he to know that 
H.M. Government, happily having printed enough paper to purchase 30% of it’s now 
£1 Trillion of debt, has “demonstrated its fiscal credibility” by raising 100 year 
money at 2.5% so that it can forcibly redeem the £1.9 billion of War Loan that 
thousands of its docile citizens were still holding. Clearly they were now profiteering 
again with a coupon of 3.5%!  When War Loan was first issued in 1917 the gold coin, 
the guinea (one pound and one shilling or £1.05 in today’s parlance) was one quarter 
of an ounce of gold. Today that amount of gold costs £206 so H.M.Government has 
managed to retain fiscal credibility while presiding over the loss of 99.5% of the 
value of the pound. 
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During the first quarter this year the gold price, even expressed in U.S. Dollars, 
performed well in January, rising 10% to $1300, but the US Dollar had a very strong 
quarter measured against most other currencies (other than the Russian Rouble!) 
and this resulted in the dollar gold price giving back all its gains in February and 
March.  However in Euros, and most other currencies, the story is different-the gold 
price has been very strong! 

GOLD in Euros May 2014 to April 2015 

 

 
Clearly in Euro terms the price remains overbought but the picture is not dissimilar 
in Canadian and Australian Dollars, in Yen, and Sterling. In all these currencies, the 
price remains well above a rising 200 day moving average suggesting that we have 
passed the lows. 
 
 
Gold mining stocks saw similar hesitancy during the quarter. After a strong January 
that took the US HUI index up 25%, these gains were almost totally given back and 
the December lows were tested again in March.  However, a retest of the lows, a few 
months after a sharp rise, is a common bottoming process and, as the index slowly 
drags itself upwards, it seems increasingly likely that the bottom has been seen.  On 
the HUI Index, the 200 level will probably see strong resistance but a move through 
that level would be strong evidence that the major correction that we have 
experienced since December 2010 is over and that gold is again coming into favour 
with investors. 
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HUI Index  May 2014 to April 2015 
 

 
 
The Net Asset Value of the Phoenix Gold Fund virtually mirrored that of the HUI 
Index. Having closed 2014 at a low of $373.93, it rose to $423.47 at end January (and 
was actually over $500 during the month but slipped sharply again in March to close 
almost at the lows again at $374.85. Since end of March we have seen similar gains 
to the index and it is presently around $390. 
 
Sentiment towards gold and gold mining is still extremely negative, which, in a 
perverse way, is quite supportive of the market in that those inclined to sell have 
sold.   Many forecasts still call for lower prices on the basis that the Federal Reserve 
is poised to increase interest rates. Yet, just as they are poised to increase interest 
rates, the US economy appears poised to fall into recession. 
 
With both retail sales and wholesale sales now showing negative growth, 
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and with factory orders, exports and  drilling rigs in operation all showing negative 
numbers, the question really seems to be whether an interest rate increase or  

 
 
quantitative easing comes first.  Perhaps the most alarming numbers of all come 
from the National Association of Credit Management (NACM) where “some serious 
financial stress is manifesting itself” as credit rejections soar. 
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Despite all the weak economic statistics, bond and stock markets around the world 
soar to levels that can only be described as absurd.  The oceans of fiat currency 
created by the world’s central banks have taken trillions of dollars’ worth of 
sovereign debt and even a few corporate bonds into the heady world of negative 
yields.  Senior Draghi’s attempt to flood Euros into the market has driven hedge 
funds to use Euros to fund their dollar assets. Despite the Euro bloc having a trade 
surplus of some €150 billion, the Euro has slumped 25% as this tsunami of hedge 
fund money heads to New York.  Volatility and instability have never been as great 
and it is difficult to imagine that we will not face another moment of panic very soon.   
 
For investors coming from US Dollars the consolidation in the gold price has been a 
long and frustrating one for the price peaked in September 2011 and has not yet 
manifested a clear signal that the bull market has restarted. Three and a half years is 
a long correction.  However, investors from the Euro block, and indeed from most 
other countries, have not suffered so badly for the gold price denominated in Euros 
peaked in the last quarter of 2012 and appears to have bottomed at the end of 2013.  
This is quite clear in the following chart where we see the price supported almost all 
the way by the 15 month (or 65 week) moving average and then suffering a deep, 
but short ,correction, before again climbing swiftly above that 65 week average 
which itself is now rising. 
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Gold in Euros (Monthly with 65 week moving average) 
 

 
 
 
The difference between gold investors in Europe and in the US is that in Europe most 
investors want physical gold as a general insurance policy against financial chaos, 
whereas the market in the US is largely a highly-leveraged futures market where the 
“investors” are allowed to place their bets by depositing as little as 4% of the total 
consideration.  As a result, the volatility in the gold market is generally during 
American opening hours.  At the moment the well-established trend is in favour of 
general equities so that we now have the longest uncorrected Dow Jones bull market 
of all time. Most of the experienced investors know that the present monetary policy 
experiments cannot end other than badly and that there will eventually be another 
crisis as investors struggle to make returns in a world of negative yields, ballooning 
debts, rampaging stock markets, and economies stuck in very low growth.  Almost 
reluctantly, they have chosen to hold onto stocks rather than cash or, worse still, 
Government Bonds that guarantee a loss if held to maturity.  However, we are 
confident that this will end sooner rather than later and that there will be a steep 
correction in equities and a rush back into bullion.  Gold mining companies have 
struggled to cut costs and have been greatly helped by the steep fall in oil prices but 
there has been little recognition of their improvements in the stock markets.  As a 
result, we believe that there are now opportunities amongst the gold mining 
companies for spectacular returns.   
 
Yours sincerely, 
David Crichton Watt 
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Manager Commentary: On the Gold Market

Gold Market Declines in Anticipation of Fed Action  

By: Joe Foster, Portfolio Manager

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of the portfolio  
manager and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time. 
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Fund Review 
The International Investors Gold Fund’s Class A shares returned 
-12.89% for the one-month period ending March 31, 2015 (excluding 
sales charge), while the NYSE Arca Gold Miners Net Total Return 
Index (GDMNTR)1 returned -13.77% for the same period. The Fund 
is actively managed and invests mainly in gold-mining equities. 
Geologist Joe Foster has been part of Van Eck’s gold investment 
team since 1996. The Fund is managed by a specialized investment 
team that conducts continuous on- and under-the-ground research 
to assess mining efficiencies and opportunities.

Market Review
The gold market came under pressure early in the month due to the 
March 6 U.S. payroll report, which added more jobs than forecasted. 
Markets reacted as if employment strength might increase the 
chances for a Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) rate increase. As a result, 
the U.S. Dollar Index (DXY)2 moved sharply higher and gold bullion 
trended to its low for the month of $1,143 per ounce on March 
17. The Fed itself threw cold water on the market’s rate outlook 
following the March 17 Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) 
meeting. In statements issued on March 18, the Fed downgraded its 
forecasts for both economic growth and inflation. Gold rallied from 
its March 17 lows, ending the month at $1,183.68 per ounce for a 
loss of $29.54 (2.4%) in March.

Following a strong start to the year, the gold price has given up 
its gains and was essentially unchanged in the first quarter. The 
market has long forgotten the financial risks it was concerned about 
in January, which were driven by the threat of European deflation, 
a possible Greek exit from the Euro, and volatile currency markets. 
The focus has now reverted to Fed activity, as markets gyrate on 
possible changing rates and not on fundamentals. Stock markets 
tend to rally on poor economic news (the S&P 500® Index was up 
1.2% on March 18) which might cause the Fed to continue to ease.3  
Stocks tend to tank on good economic news (the S&P 500® Index 
declined 1.4% on March 6) that might cause the Fed to remove the 
punch bowl.4  We believe it is dangerous to have a central bank that 
is comfortable exerting so much control over capital allocation and 
market activity. It can be seen as distorting markets. In a March 22 
Wall Street Journal editorial, Alex J. Pollock observes, “The Fed has 
no superior economic knowledge. It has only forecasts as unreliable 
as everybody else’s, and theories as debatable.”

Gold stocks tumbled with the March weakness in the gold price. The 
NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index (GDMNTR) fell 13.8%.  Like gold, the 
GDMNTR is now essentially flat for the year. The Market Vectors® 
Junior Gold Miners Index (GDXJTR) declined 13.4% in March and 
was down 3.9% in the first quarter.5 Negative sentiment was 
caused by the March 10 bankruptcy of Allied Nevada, a junior gold 
company. The company has a successful heap-leach mine in Nevada 
that produced 214,000 ounces of gold in 2014 with cash operating 
costs estimated in the $825-$850 per ounce range.6 Below the heap 
leach ore is a larger, multi-million ounce deposit. Allied Nevada 
(0% of Fund net assets as of March 31) raised debt earlier in the 
cycle with hopes of constructing a world-class milling operation to 
process the deeper ores. However, in our opinion, the project does 

^Monthly returns are not annualized.

Expenses: Class A: Gross 1.46%; Net 1.45%. Expenses are capped 
contractually until 05/01/15 at 1.45% for Class A. Caps exclude 
certain expenses, such as interest.

Please note that precious metals prices may swing sharply in 
response to cyclical economic conditions, political events or the 
monetary policies of various countries. Investors should be aware that 
recent market conditions resulting in high performance for the gold 
sector may not continue. The tables present past performance which 
is no guarantee of future results and which may be lower or higher 
than current performance. Returns reflect applicable fee waivers 
and/or expense reimbursements. Had the Fund incurred all expenses 
and fees, investment returns would have been reduced. Investment 
returns and Fund share values will fluctuate so that investor’s shares, 
when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. 
Fund returns assume that dividends and capital gains distributions 
have been reinvested in the Fund at NAV. Index returns assume that 
dividends of the Index constituents in the Index have been reinvested. 
Investing involves risk, including loss of principal; please see dis-
claimers on next page. Please call 800.826.2333 or visit vaneck.com 
for performance current to the most recent month ended.

Average Annual Total Returns (%) as of December 31, 2014

1 Mo^ 1 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr

Class A: NAV (Inception 1/1/56) 0.76 -6.10 -12.47 4.13

Class A: Maximum 5.75% load -4.99 -11.50 -13.49 3.51

GDMNTR Index 0.33 -11.99 -15.72 -2.04

Average Annual Total Returns (%) as of March 31, 2015

1 Mo^ 1 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr

Class A: NAV (Inception 1/1/56) -12.89 -22.28 -13.24 4.04

Class A: Maximum 5.75% load -17.90 -26.72 -14.26 3.43

GDMNTR Index -13.77 -21.53 -15.08 -1.55
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not make sense given that gold is currently around $1,200 per 
ounce and the company is now unable to service its debt. 

There have been few bankruptcies in this gold bear market 
and Allied Nevada is an isolated case. The industry is generally 
conservative financially and there are many junior companies 
with more cash than debt on their balance sheets. BMO Capital 
Markets estimates the total net debt (debt minus cash) of the small 
producers under coverage is -$13 million, while the total for project 
developers is -$170 million. Several of the senior companies have 
relatively high debt ratios due mainly to capital cost escalations 
that occurred earlier in the 2000s. However their debt is very 
manageable at current gold prices. The Allied Nevada expansion 
plans looked appealing as gold moved toward $1,900 per ounce in 
2011. Although we previously owned shares of Allied, we could see 
the writing on the wall as the gold price fell in 2013 and sold the 
last of our position nearly two years ago.

Market Outlook
In the bizarre financial world in which we live, the latest “new 
normal” policy to evolve is negative interest rates – yes, some 
lenders or savers have to pay for the privilege of lending or saving! 
Last year the European Central Bank (ECB) set negative policy rates 
and the central banks of Switzerland, Denmark, and Sweden have 
since followed. German government bonds now have negative 
yields on maturities up to eight years. J.P. Morgan Chase recently 
announced it may charge institutional clients as much as 5.5% 
on certain deposits. With rates at zero (or less) and the start of 
60 billion Euro per month of quantitative easing (QE), we expect 
monetary policies in Europe to have the same effect that past 
QE has had in the U.S. where it pumped up asset prices (stocks, 
corporate bonds, art, luxury condos, etc.), wealth disparity, and 
cheap credit to over-spending governments.7 The far right of the 
chart below shows the recent effect of QE on German stocks.

DAX German Equity Index8: 2013 - 2015

In our view, the one thing QE did not pump up in the U.S. was 
the economy. In a March 27 speech, Fed Chairman Janet Yellen 
said, “the economy in an underlying sense remains quite weak by 
historical standards.” The Bank of Japan has also failed to ignite 
its country’s economy through massive stimulus. To the best of our 
knowledge, we have no reason to believe the European economy 
will react differently to QE. In today’s financial system, central 
banks alone are virtually incapable of stimulating lasting growth. 

The Fed has led the market to believe it will begin to raise rates 
in the second half of this year. Normally central banks raise rates 
to cool an overheated economy or to bring inflation down. Now for 
the first time, the Fed wants to simply move rates closer to historic 
norms, but in doing so, we believe it risks sending an economy 
with underlying weakness into recession. Raising rates also risks 
drawing more capital into the U.S. from global markets, where it 
is needed most. Bloomberg reports that Europeans have already 
purchased a record amount of junk bonds from U.S. companies, and 
HSBC Holdings Plc believes Japanese investors will double their 
purchases of U.S. Treasuries in coming years.

Regardless of what the Fed does, we feel that the economy is 
vulnerable to recession within the next several years. The current 
expansion will have lasted six years in June. The average expansion 
since 1970 is six years and the economy has not gone more 
than nine and a half years without a recession. Rate increases 
sometimes mark the beginning of the end of an expansion. Credit 
excesses and asset bubbles are often revealed only when rates 
begin to rise. If the next recession comes before the Fed can 
normalize rates, it will have little room to stimulate the economy, 
which might be the Fed’s biggest concern.

Scotiabank has analyzed the last six tightening cycles since 1982 
when a suitable gold index became available. They found that gold 
prices advanced in the year following the first rate increase in half 
of the cycles, whereas gold declined in the other half. Scotia points 
out that the only other point at which the Fed raised rates in a 
low-inflation environment was in 1986, when rates were increased 
in order to help defend a sharply depreciating U.S. dollar. It was 
also one of the rate-rising periods when gold performed well. The 
Scotia analysis leads to an uncertain outlook; sometimes gold 
advances when rates rise and other times it does not. However, the 
economic and financial backdrop of the next rate cycle is unlike any 
other in history. The imbalances in asset markets, sovereign debt 
levels, and central bank finances create risks that may become 
overwhelming under the stress of rising rates. Perhaps the first rate 
increase will mark the beginning of the end of the gold bear market.

Source: Bloomberg, Van Eck Research
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Any indices listed are unmanaged indices and include the reinvestment of all dividends, but do not reflect the payment of transaction 
costs, advisory fees or expenses that are associated with an investment in the Fund. An index’s performance is not illustrative of the 
Fund’s performance. Indices are not securities in which investments can be made.

1NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index (GDMNTR) is a modified market capitalization-weighted index comprised of publicly traded companies 
involved primarily in the mining for gold. 2U.S. Dollar Index (DXY) indicates the general international value of the U.S. dollar. The DXY 
does this by averaging the exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and six major world currencies: Euro, Japanese yen, Pound sterling, 
Canadian dollar, Swedish kroner, and Swiss franc.  3S&P 500® Index (S&P 500) consists of 500 widely held common stocks covering 
industrial, utility, financial, and transportation sectors.  4William McChesney Martin, Federal Reserve chairman in the 1950s and 1960s, 
famously joked that the Fed’s job is “to take away the punch bowl just as the party gets going,” that is, raise interest rates just when 
economy reaches peak activity after a recession.  5Market Vectors® Junior Gold Miners Index (MVGDXJTR) is a rules-based, modified 
market capitalization-weighted, float-adjusted index comprised of a global universe of publicly traded small- and medium-capitalization 
companies that generate at least 50% of their revenues from gold and/or silver mining, hold real property that has the potential to produce 
at least 50% of the company’s revenue from gold or silver mining when developed, or primarily invest in gold or silver. 6Heap leaching is 
an industrial mining process to extract precious metals, copper, uranium, and other compounds from ore via a series of chemical reactions 
that absorb specific minerals and then re-separates them after their division from other earth materials.  7Quantitative easing (QE) is an 
unconventional monetary policy used by a central bank to stimulate an economy when standard monetary policy has become ineffective.  
8DAX German Equity Index is a total return index of 30 selected German blue chip stocks traded on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. 

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of the portfolio manager and these opinions may change at any time 
and from time to time. Not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice. Historical 
performance is not indicative of future results; current data may differ from data quoted. Current market conditions may not 
continue. Non-Van Eck Global proprietary information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but 
not guaranteed. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express 
written permission of Van Eck Global. ©2015 Van Eck Global.

You can lose money by investing in the Fund. Any investment in the Fund should be part of an overall investment program, not a complete 
program. The Fund is subject to the risks associated with concentrating its assets in the gold industry, which can be significantly affected by 
international economic, monetary and political developments. The Fund’s overall portfolio may decline in value due to developments specific 
to the gold industry. The Fund’s investments in foreign securities involve risks related to adverse political and economic developments 
unique to a country or a region, currency fluctuations or controls, and the possibility of arbitrary action by foreign governments, including 
the takeover of property without adequate compensation or imposition of prohibitive taxation. The Fund is subject to risks associated with 
investments in debt securities, derivatives, commodity-linked instruments, illiquid securities, asset-backed securities, CMOs and small- or 
mid-cap companies. The Fund is also subject to inflation risk, short-sales risk, market risk, non-diversification risk, leverage risk, credit risk 
and counterparty risk. Please see the prospectus and summary prospectus for information on these as well as other risk considerations.

Please call 800.826.2333 or visit vaneck.com for performance information current to the most recent month end and for a free prospectus 
and summary prospectus. An investor should consider the Fund’s investment objective, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before 
investing. The prospectus and summary prospectus contain this as well as other information. Please read them carefully before investing.
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